‘A child who plays and works thoroughly with perseverance, until physical fatigue forbids will surely be a thorough
determined person, capable of self-sacrifice’ (Friedrich Froebel, 1887).

Special thanks to Malcolm for providing five beautiful pumpkins!

Meet the Team -Wei
•

1. Which part of Cowgate's ethos do you feel most passionate about?

Children are competent and resourceful learners. It is important to listen to the children through their verbal and nonverbal expressions and
take them seriously. This helps me to understand their needs and feelings, tune into their interests and respond to their individual needs as each one of
them is so unique.
Children learn best through play, which affects all aspects of their development. Children not only use play to present what they know and express how
they feel, but also to extend their knowledge. It helps me to reflect on how I can maximize their playing opportunities and scaffolding their
play indoors and out.
2. What's your top handy hint for treating children as creative and productive people?
Be patient and encourage. Give children enough time, space, and resources to express their creativity and productivity. Their capabilities are
always surprising.
3. What's your favourite way to spend the weekend?

I start my weekend with a nice hot breakfast, as my weekday mornings are always fast-paced. I normally have a long video call with my parents, and we
can both update each other on our week. I love going for a walk with my husband in the country parks, as I enjoy being connected to nature where I feel
relaxed and alive. I also eat out with friends and family and enjoy delicious food from all around the world.
4. If you could choose any holiday destination, where would it be and why?
I would choose Italy. I love the nice hot weather and amazing food there. I have been to Rome, Naples, Pompeii and Lake Orta. I would love to explore
more of this fabulous country and culture.

• 5. What would you put into 'Room 101'?

Slugs
I am a passionate gardener, but it constantly upsets me when I see my new vegetables being eaten each morning. I would like to find a way of getting
along with slugs, as they are part of nature too.
Pessimism
My parents, in particular my dad, raised me up to have a positive outlook on life. I feel that positivity has had a great impact on my life, especially when
undergoing difficulties.

Coriander
I have tried so many times to persuade myself to enjoy coriander, as it is a main ingredient in so many different Asian foods. However, I still think
it tastes like the pungent odour of stink bugs.
6. What would your Desert Island Disc be?
Always with me by Joe Hisaishi /Here comes the sun by The Beatles /Everything’s OK by Lenka Kripac /Immense beauty by Stephanie Sun /Return to
the past by Jay Chou /Wonderwall by Oasis /Sweet Dreams by Eurythmics /Way back home by Shaun.
7. What is your funniest Cowgate story?
It is only my second week and forth day since I joined Cowgate. The adults and children are all very welcoming and friendly. There have already
been many funny moments, especially around the children. One of the funniest moments so far is when a child ‘made’ some witch’s potions in the
garden and decided to turn me into a chicken, a butterfly, then a sausage. Their imagination is amazing.

Best wishes,
Wei

Our unsung hero – Malcolm (Louis father)

You will have noticed the transformation
of the nursery garden. Malcolm (and his
men) have been working on our garden at
weekends. They have made such
significant improvements…we are lost for
words!!! Malcolm has given his precious
time, money and inspirational creativity to
the project. He calls what he has achieved
so far as ‘phase 1’. How can we ever thank
you Malcolm???? You are our HERO!!!!

Bread baking

Our trip to Wells
O’Wearie

Our trip to Johnston Terrace

Johnston Terrace

Such fun to be had…and then the fire is put out

Wells O’Weary

• Fishing and Making / Enjoying Fires.

Cowgate will be buying some books using the Connecting
Classrooms funding to send to one of our partner schools
in Accra, Ghana- Martyrs of Uganda. Martyrs of Uganda
will send some books that they have selected for us. One
of the goals that we are working together on is achieving
Gender Equality and the empowerment of all women and
girls (Sustainable Development Goal 5). If anyone has any
suggestions of suitable titles, please let us know. Recently,
Eva, Levi, Misha, Niamh, Reuben and Big Emma walked to
Blackwells book shop to buy some books for
sending. Drum Dream Girl by Margarita Engle, is a story
that Reuben especially likes and was sharing over Zoom
with Rosina and the children at Atiwoto school in Accra
(who already have this book!).
Some other possible titles for our exchange are (some of
these we have in our Cowgate library):
•

Little Kunoichi, The Ninja Girl by Sanae Ishida

•

Little Red by Bethan Woollvin

•

Mae Among the Stars by Roda Ahmed

•

Malala’s Magic Pencil by Malala Yousafzai

•

The Paper Bag Princess by Robert Munsch

•

Keep Climbing, Girls by Beah Richards

•

Elena’s Serenade by Campbell Geeslin

•

Drummer Girl by Hiba Masood

•

Ada Twist, Scientist by Andrea Beaty

•

Mary Wears What She Wants by Keith Negley

•

Selecting books for our
friends in Ghana

Warmest of wishes until next month, Lynn and the Cowgate Team

